Working bee April 27th 2019
By Terry Lane

It was an overcast day with rain threatening for
today’s working bee.
The plan for the day is to replace small plastic
tree guards with taller wire ones that were on
trees and shrubs planted by Conservation
Volunteers Australia as part of the Federal
Governments 20 Million Trees Program in 2015.
I arrived at the park just before 9am to spot two
sheep from the property next door happily
grazing near the Friends Shed.

I set up our working bee sign with my phone
number near the park entrance to let late comers
or newbies know where we are working.
A good number of volunteers arrived, Robert
Irvine, Maelor, Loretta and husband Max, Hayley,
Moya and Nick.
We loaded up my Ute and Robert’s trailer with
wire frames and headed off to the work site M3
on the project map.

No wonder they come to greener pastures in the
park their paddock is full of serrated tussock.

As soon as we arrived we spread out and got to
work.

New members Max and Loretta Beliniak
And a not so new but very dedicated Maelor
Himbury.
Although the weather has been very dry many
plants are doing well.

Another new member Hayley Zeinstra.

Casuarina

Hop bush in its new frame.

Lightwood wattle.
Moya and Nick who came along to last months
working bee for the first time came back again
today.

Moya Mauthoor

Nick Collinson
Very soon we needed more frames and so I went
back in the Ute to the depot to get more and
picked up two late comers, RMIT students James
Muro and Andrew Metz.

Robert returned soon after with a passenger Sally
Francize who was walking through the park on
her first visit to Organ Pipes.
Robert has certainly got the “gift of the gab” to
get her to come along and work instead.

James Muro

Andrew Metz
We headed back to the work site passing Robert
also going back for more frames and unloaded
the Ute.

Sally Francize (hopefully he hasn’t put her off
returning)
It was time for a cuppa and chat and to take a
group photo.

They also looked through the archives of the early
explorers that came through the area.
This 1867 painting by Eugene von Guerard gives
us an idea of how the valley looked just 30 years
or so after Melbourne was established. Looking
into the distant grasslands there never was as
many trees as we imagine and the artist may
have even added trees to make his work more
aesthetically pleasing.
A happy bunch (where’s Maelor?)

Maelor (the machine) just never stops.
While enjoying the break Robert and I gave the
group a brief history lesson of how quickly the
landscape changed after Europeans arrived in the
1830’s and how the first Friends Don, Barry and
Carl would walk the valley and surrounding areas
looking to collect seed from any remnant
vegetation.

After the break Moya and Nick had to leave and
while Robert took the rest of the group on a walk
Maelor and I packed up and headed back to the
depot to set up the BBQ.

After lunch Loretta came down with me to the
pump shed ford to do some water testing for
Waterwatch.

Next working bee Saturday May
25th

Loretta testing for dissolved oxygen.
Another great work day and good to see that
plantings are doing well despite weather and
pressure from roos and rabbits. Baiting is about
to start again.

